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UPDATED NOTICE
Index of Titles and Authors

in Environmental Conservation*
concerning
1974-86,

with ongoing Supplements
T7 urther to the Notices in recent issues of our Journal, we are pleased
•*• to inform readers that the above Index for 1974-86 (both inclusive)
is available from the undersigned at the price (including surface pos-
tage) of US $30 or 45 Swiss francs as long as stocks last. It is anticipated
that most of our subscribers, at least, will wish to purchase a copy of
this pioneering Index which, with its 9,399 entries occupying 159
pages in the format of the Journal, approaches twice the basic length of
one of our issues but costs much less.

Referencing, as it does, surely the vast majority of leading Authors
and topics that emerged during the formative years of the environ-
mental-conservational movement or 'revolution', this Index should
represent a valuable tool for research workers and a propitious guide
for writers. This was borne out by our own experience during its years
of compilation, when it already proved to be a most useful work of
reference, '... altogether constituting a unique chronicle of the envi-
ronmental-conservational concerns of modern times' (according to
the Foreword by the Executive Director of the United Nations Envi-
ronment Programme, Dr Mostafa K. Tolba).

We are now glad to announce that we are sending, free-of-charge to
all recorded past and future purchasers of the Index while stocks last,
this Supplement covering the years 1987 and 1988, and hope her-
eafter, at approximately 5-yearly intervals, to supply further supple-
ments covering those latter periods—also wholly free if affordable.

Finally we have a few complete sets of Environmental Conservation,
from its beginning with the Spring issue of 1974, still available for
purchase by or for worthy 'homes'.

(MRS) LYNN M. CURME
Environmental Conservation
7 Chemin Taverney
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland:
Tel. (022)798 2383/4
Fax (022) 798 2344.

* Published by Elsevier Sequoia SA, PO Box 564, 1001 Lausanne 1, Switzerland, and
available from them at 235 Swiss francs annually (including handling and postage [after
air delivery to 19 leading countries]).
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